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For example the irregularity of mesh sizes becomes greater beoause o
thread wear, tension and separation into fibres (Longhurst,I960).
After a long period of exploitation mesh size in trawl sacks made
of polyarnlde netting deoreases. That is why the new sacks are often
made with larger mesh than it is required by the conventional fish-
ery rules. Precise measurements showed that even new experimental
trawls have inner size of different meshes far from being similar
(Boh1,1969). Meanwhile the increase in mesh size irregulariry leads
to greater fish escape ; the selectivity of a trawl is determined
not only by the average mesh size but also by the sizes of the lar-
gest meshes.

The trawl selectivity changes considerably depending also on
catoh size; the more is the catch the less is selectivity (Anon,I96I
Bch', Botha, Eck, 1971). Great number of fish in a cod-end prevents
even the smallest fish from escape.

Finally, fluctuations of fish fatness and stomach fullness also
influence the selectivity (Margets,I957; Longhurst,I959; Shestov,I96

It is practically impossible to regulate the influence of fishes.
ry on the exploited stooks when aggregations being oatohed are of
mixed species composition (James,I970; AnonlI978).

At last, it is neoessary to mind the following rather important
point: while calculating the trawl selectivity fish amount and size
composition are usually compared: I) remained in the cod-end and
2) escaped through the mesh and then stopped by the small-meshed
oover net. But one should consider the fact that the small-meshed
cover net decreases filtering capacity of the trawl and changes
its catohability. This conclusion was confirmed, in particular,
by experiments carried out inithe Barents Sea under the leadership
and direot participation of the author of this paper (Konstantinov,
1963). Two trawlers of the same type running parallel courses towed
bottom trawls of similar construction, size and rigging but with a
different mesh in the cod-end. During 40 trawlings, each lasting
for an hour, 26 542 specimens of cod and haddock were caught, esah
fish being we 	 and measured. As it was expected the trawl with
a larger mesh yielded lower catches. At the same time another Japer-
tant conclusion was also drawn: the largest cod and haddock speci-
mens always got into a large-meshed trawl in greater quantities
then into a small-meshed one It goes about fish so lagge that they
were unable to escape ntithar through the first trawl nor through
the second trawl mesh. But the absolute number and total weight
of the specimens mentioned were constantly higher in a large-
meshed trawl due , perhaps, to itsbetter filtering capacity.
Of course , a small-mesh cover net affeots'the amount and size
composition of the catch even to a greater extent.
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Otterl	 (1960) sh y d that	 tic ood juveniles which got
into the tra t1 and p sed through the mesh are not viable In most c
oases. The author relates the lethal effect to the ohange of ou-
ter pressure hen taking a fish from bottom la/ers to the surface.
Konstantinov obser 5 F d from a hydrostatic apparatus the trawl mo
me nt along the bottom and ploticed that meshes in the cod—end of
moving trawl had the form of a very long rhombus (Lagunov9I955).
The similar fact . was	 ted by Vi ogradov (1960). Thus, it le ve-
ry difficult for fi h to p s through the mesh when escapi fr
the cod—end. Only when the tra 1 is Avinched up to the side (or
near the stern sl	 ) of a commercial vessel t 	 ah wide a
fish get the possibility to go out. t its viability decry
oonsiderablI s a result of continuous dragging of t catch
along the bottom and c equent elevation to the surfaoe.®

It comer	 especially physoclistic fish to which the most
important commercial s	 oies of Gad id	 	 Macrur	 §sasenid
families are related. Their mass tagging is either impossible at
all or con oted with extra difficulties such as punoturi of
swim bladder swelled after the elevation of fish from deep layers
(Beverton, Gulla	 aargets,I959; Konstantin 1,1965,1977;
Reinsch,I969; Kohler,I971). But even bl	 derless fishes caught by
a trawl and elevated to the deck often diet; Thus, according to
the rules of fishery, Plaice smaller tha 27 om (El sso '1956,
or 30 am lo (Lux, I9 ) are thr	 overboard in different parts
of the ocea ; but keepi	 suck specime	 in to s (holding fi ts)
showed that only about 25% of specimens t hr o f back into the sea
survive.

In order to determine the viability of fish passed through
the commero	 trawl mesh a serie	 of speoial experiments is
oessary. Their ache w	 developed i details by ichthyologists
work	 t fish t	 (Kohler,I963,1971) oCr ken,I963; Over-
ko,I964; Birjukov,Shiroko n,,I9	 Po	 laws,
1974; Kock,1975; Ko t 	 ti k ov,I977). The naught fish are usually
placed	 reservoirs (holding t ) on deck of a ship, on the
shore or even put down on the sea bott . ,4. After a oertain oonsi-
derable period of t 0 (sometimes 2-3 weeks) the survived speol..

a fix. should be chose	 tagged (us	 y by tags of several
different types in order to compare their return).

In the course of such experiments it was found that fish caught
with a trawl and elevated to the surface lose their vitality in
quite a number of cases.

Thus 	 when hake (Merluccius merlucclus) were taken from the
trawl catch for tagging the return of tagged specimens reached only
0.3-1.4% whereas the returFri from the Danish seine catches was 6.5!,
(Fritz,I959).	 The soviet ichthyolozist N.E.Malashkin (1962) having
mace observations on trawl fishery of whitefish in the Ladoga Lake



came to a conclusion that "increasing a mesh size to 50 mm it is po-
ssible to avoid juveniles by—catch into the trawl. but it is impo
sible to stop juveniles mortality".

If it is really so then the increase of the trawl mesh leading
inevitably to catch losses does not contribute to the shortening Of
fiah stocks. And it is really difficult to give examples when the
increase in trawl mesh sizes of 	 favourably the abundance a
biomass of any fish stock of the open ocean® Sometimes after the
larger mesh introduction a gradual increase in catches is observed
but there is no ground to suggest that the first takes place the to
the second. Thus, the average annual catch of haddock per one com-
mercial vessel on the Georges Bank	 reased by 5% in a year after
the trawl mesh has become larger (Martin, Jean,I958). But gradually
it became obvious that fluctuations of haddock fishery production
are not connected ith the trawl mesh size (McCracken,I968; Grossle-
in, Hennemuth,I973; Anon,I978).	 ne AMA%	 la tbe 10,4zio	 *

mta	 koalt	 .0	 quenoes, did not remove and soften
periodic very sh p declines in fishing oenditions.

It is Tease ble to include the checking up the viability of
fish passed through the trawl mesh into the programme of inter h,, tioo
nal investigations. The main scheme of the experiments reo	 ended

simultaneous keeping of two fish batches in similar tanks:
I) passed through the trawl mesh; 2) renamed in the cod-end® Hap.,
v	 eleared out the reaeo	 of fishes death in either batches it
is possible to estimate quantitatively their viability. It is expe-
client also to practice mass tagging of fish from both batches for
the further comparison of their re turn.

Much more complicated methods of investigations include sepa.
ration of cod—end (with a small—mesh cover net) from the bottom
trawl after finishing of trawling but without the cod—end elevation
to the surfa	 Provided with a buoy the cod—end with fish must be
kept ar t	 bottom 	 of er hick both the death of f 	 sod
and not passed through th	 mesh should be compared. Fish viabl..
lity may be determi d el u her under water or after the cod—e
is elevated to the Burlap f .

It is much more diffi ult to study those changes which take
place in behaviour of 21s	 passed through the mesh and preserved
their viability. There	 grounds to suggest that these a peo
mens have a sharpe d rea tion to trawl avoidance and this new
feature is transferred to their neighbours in the h

Tr-Of course in this ease the oed—end and small—mesh cover wY t
should have special ri,21d frames which will give the fish
caught an opportunity o swim freely inside an original
holding net".
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